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Types for Resource Usage
Elementary Concurrent Scenario
P ::= ch(x):P j chhvi:P j :::
A nave ping server:
forever ping(r):rhi
What can a type system do here?
Let's enrich types with \usage prescriptions"
T ::= :::chan[T U] U ::=?m j!m j?m!n
If ping can be assigned
ping : chan[chan[void?0!1]]
clients are safe.
An impressive portfolio of applications: deadlock freeness, race conditions, data secrecy,
... has been developed.
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The Gap, again...
Yes, but you cannot type the Internet.
All this works as long as you trust the certi¯ed types or are willing to typecheck
migrating code yourself (bytecode veri¯cation, PCC,...)
In UbiComp, security must work be coupled with trust.
This is hard, because of delegation and dynamic policies
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Understanding Ubiquitous Delegation
a : p 7! trusted; b : p 7! paq(p);
q 7! pbq(q); q 7! untrusted;
z 7! ppq(z); z 7! paq(z);
Delegation, formally: Global trust as a ¯xpoint.
¼ :(P ! P ! D) ! (P ! D) Local Policy
¥ :(P ! P ! D) ! (P ! P ! D) Collected Policies
Global Trust: ¯x(¥) : P ! P ! D.
p : trusted q : untrusted z : ???
The integration of Security and Trust opens an important and wide line of
research involving: algorithms trust Ubi evaluation/approximation, middleware, models and
semantics and analysis techniques, ...
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